SPEC IAL ADV E RT ISIN G SU PPLE M E N T

Leading the way in New York construction accident and
premises liability cases with tenacious litigation skills
combined with genuine care and concern for clients
Their success in the courtroom is measured not only by their impressive
victories—over $140 million in verdicts and settlements—but in the heartfelt
appreciation expressed by their clients.
“Our firm is attuned to giving each client personal attention,” says Cheryl Eisberg
Moin, honored by government officials for her work in pursuing civil remedies for
seriously injured parties. Hill & Moin’s motto, “Like having a lawyer in your family,” is
at the core of the firm’s mission—aimed at elevating the relationship with each client.
Superlative litigators since 1980, with a staff of stellar, multilingual associate attorneys
and paralegals, Melisande Hill and Moin represent victims of catastrophic injury
caused by construction accidents, premises liability, sidewalk falls and auto accidents.
Multiple stunning triumphs in recent months reflect the varied achievements of Hill
and Moin, both named to the Super Lawyers list, and their growing staff of lawyers:
a $2.45 million settlement for a woman struck by a van; a $2 million settlement
for a customer injured in a supermarket; $875,000 for a trip and fall on a defective
sidewalk; $600,000 for a senior citizen injured when walking by a construction site;
$525,000 for a painter who fell from a ladder; $495,000 for a commuter who leaned
over the platform and was struck by a train; and millions of dollars of settlements for
other injured New York residents, workers and visitors to our state.
LEFT TO RIGHT: Cheryl R. Eisberg Moin*, Melisande Hill**
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